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I. Background

The rule of law and human rights

1. Peace and security, development and human rights are the three pillars of the United Nations system.\(^1\) These pillars form the foundations for collective security and well-being and are interlinked and mutually reinforcing.\(^2\) Central to the realization of all three pillars is respect for the rule of law.

2. Many forms of transnational organized crime, including illicit drug trafficking and trafficking in persons, frequently lead to serious human rights violations. Strengthened rule of law is key to the international community’s response to these challenges and is the cornerstone of UNODC’s work. The normative foundation of the United Nations’ work in the area of the rule of law work is the Charter and the body of international law, including international humanitarian law, international criminal law, international refugee law, and international human rights law.\(^3\) Responses to drugs, crime and terrorism that are based on the rule of law must therefore also incorporate human rights law and principles. Too often, law enforcement and criminal justice systems themselves perpetrate human rights abuses and exclude and marginalize from society those who most need treatment and rehabilitation.\(^4\)

3. Placing human rights at the centre of drug control, crime prevention and criminal justice provides an organizing set of principles that dissolves boundaries between the fields and promotes a single coherent response. Effective drug control cannot exist without fair criminal justice and successful crime prevention. Human rights offer guidance on the delicate balance between the protection of fundamental freedoms and the protection of public health, morals and security. It sets out the broad responsibilities of the State to respect, protect and fulfil the health and well-being of its peoples and specific due process guarantees, such as for those suspected or accused of a criminal offence.

4. Such an approach represents more than “added value”; it is a legal obligation. In the 2005 World Summit Outcome, Member States resolved that the promotion and protection of human rights should be both integrated into national policies and mainstreamed throughout the United Nations system.\(^5\) That the fight against drugs, crime and terrorism must conform to human rights is clear. The challenge is to understand how these policies may be pursued in a manner that not only respects and protects human rights, but also contributes towards their positive fulfilment.

The nature of human rights obligations

5. The United Nations, its agencies and Member States are bound by overarching obligations under articles 1, 55 and 56 of the Charter to promote “universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms.”

6. The United Nations acts as guardian of the international crime, terrorism and drug-related treaties.\(^6\) In addition, the nine core, legally binding, international human rights treaties have been promulgated under the auspices of the United Nations.\(^7\) The voluntary acceptance by States of legal obligations under the nine core international human rights treaties through ratification and accession gives
concrete expression to the universality of rights. Their human rights provisions must be reflected in all rule of law related activities undertaken by the United Nations, whether concerning drug control, crime prevention or criminal justice.8

7. Ratification of human rights treaties and the crime, terrorism and drug-related treaties is widespread. All States have ratified at least one, and 80 per cent of States have ratified four or more of the core human rights treaties. All but two States have ratified the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child. Almost 80 per cent of States are party to the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime and over 70 per cent of States are party to the United Nations Convention against Corruption. Over 95 per cent of Member States are parties to the international drug control conventions.9

8. These bodies of treaty law are interdependent and are intended to support elements of the same pillars of peace and security, development and human rights. Nonetheless, references to human rights within the crime, terrorism and drug-related treaties are sparse. This does not mean that human rights law has no application to drugs, crime and terrorism. Rather, where references to human rights do occur in the drug, crime and terrorism conventions, it is clear that the intention is to highlight that international human rights law must be fully respected in their implementation.10 This is consistent with the core Charter obligation to promote respect for, and observance of human rights.11

9. No treaty, however special its subject-matter, applies in a normative vacuum, as both general international law (including customary international law) and particular concurrent international obligations affect its interpretation and application.12 This was recognized, for example, in the travaux préparatoires of the Convention against Corruption, which indicated that human rights obligations already undertaken by States parties should not in any way be modified by certain provisions of the Convention.13 Authoritative interpretation of the crime, terrorism and drug-related treaties also reaffirms that implementation should take place within the framework of international human rights law. The Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice, for example, has noted that measures taken to combat terrorism must comply with all obligations under international human rights law.14 The International Narcotics Control Board notes that “due respect for universal human rights, human duties and the rule of law is important for effective implementation of the international drug control conventions”.15 The General Assembly has repeatedly resolved that countering the world drug problem must be addressed with full respect for all human rights and fundamental freedoms.16

10. Despite such assertions, actions within the State criminal justice system too often represent one of the greatest challenges to the enjoyment of human rights. This is evidenced in the significant number of international standards that address the area of law enforcement and criminal justice. In addition to legally binding obligations found in treaty law, core justice-related rights are expanded upon in the form of declarations, principles, standards and recommendations, including those promulgated by the United Nations human rights Charter-based bodies. Such instruments have no binding legal effect, but have an undeniable moral force and provide practical guidance to States in their conduct. UNODC works, for example, to implement and operationalize the United Nations standards and norms related to crime prevention and criminal justice, building upon legally binding human rights to promote more effective and fair criminal justice structures.17
11. As a further step in the effort to meet these obligations, this note sets out some of the human rights relevant to the crime and drug conventions and to the work of UNODC as a whole. It reviews how a human rights perspective could further guide and enhance the work of UNODC and Member States in combating drugs and crime, and advocates for a human rights-based approach to drug and crime control.

II. Human rights in criminal justice

Human rights, criminal laws and sentencing

12. International human rights law lays down obligations of governments to act in certain ways or to refrain from certain acts. With respect to the criminal justice system, the State has an obligation to establish criminal law and systems sufficient to deter and respond to attacks on individuals. On the other hand, however, criminal laws must not go so far as to deny individual rights, including due process rights. Indeed, once accused of a criminal offence, an individual benefits from rights-based procedural and substantive safeguards. In this context, the State must establish a balance that ensures both the freedom and the protection of the individual as well as public safety and well-being. For the criminal justice system, this balance can be considered at three levels:

- With respect to what should, or should not, be a criminal offence;
- With respect to criminal justice penalties; and
- In the criminal justice process.

13. With some notable exceptions, (such as the obligation to make all acts of torture a criminal offence and the prohibition on non-retroactive criminal offences) international human rights law does not usually specify directly what should, or should not, be a criminal offence in national law. Similarly, international human rights law does not usually specify directly the appropriate punishment for a particular crime. Again though, this is also subject to important exceptions, such as in the case of children in conflict with the law, the move towards abolition of the death penalty and the prohibition on corporal punishment under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. This is not to conclude that international human rights law has little to say on these matters. Rather, while the content of criminal laws and criminal penalties are left primarily to the discretion of States, there is the important proviso that criminal law and penalties must always avoid denying the rights of individuals. As such, international human rights law provides an agreed normative framework, against which criminalization and penalties are to be assessed.

14. The question of whether a particular criminal law is inconsistent with international human rights must be assessed on a right-by-right basis. One reason for this is that while some rights (such as freedom of expression, for example) may be limited on the grounds of public safety, order, health, morals and the rights and freedoms of others, other rights may not be limited under any circumstances.

15. In particular, the balance between State action and individual rights can be different when it comes to vulnerable groups. Indeed, human rights law can be said to have a particular focus on marginal groups, vulnerability, disadvantage and
discrimination. Those accused of a criminal offence, those in prison, victims of human trafficking, persons suffering from health disorders, persons who are drug dependent, and broad groups such as women and children, all have particular vulnerabilities that human rights law aims to protect. Responses to crime, drugs and terrorism must be sure to protect the rights of vulnerable individuals who risk becoming the subject of criminal law and penalties. What does this mean in practice? While this paper cannot provide an exhaustive list of possible rights violations related to criminal law and sentencing, it can provide some examples.

16. With respect to victims of trafficking in persons, for instance, human rights guidelines are clear that trafficked persons should not be prosecuted for violations of immigration laws or for the activities in which they are involved as a direct consequence of being trafficked. Rather, victims of human trafficking must receive assistance and protection.

17. With respect to children who use drugs and abuse alcohol, the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child considers that the right of the child to protection demands that such children should be treated as victims and not as criminals. Indeed, the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child — as the only core United Nations human rights treaty to refer specifically to drug use — has a strong focus on protection rather than punishment.

18. Similarly, as concerns persons vulnerable to HIV/AIDS, the International Guidelines on HIV and Human Rights emphasize that criminal law should not be an impediment to reducing the risk of HIV transmission among injecting drug users, or to provision of HIV-related care and treatment for injecting drug users. In particular, Member States should consider the repeal of laws criminalizing the possession, distribution and dispensing of needles and syringes, in favour of the authorization or legalization and promotion of needle and syringe exchange programmes.

19. With respect to human rights and drug laws, such statements do not mean that international human rights law can support a general “right to abuse drugs”. The issue is rather whether drug control legislation constitutes an unlawful and disproportionate infringement of human rights and fundamental freedoms. The answer to this question essentially depends on the context. However, a number of human rights-based drug law cases (including cases engaging the right to property and the right to freedom of religion) have found drug-related criminal laws to be legitimate limitations necessary to protect public safety, order, health or morals in the individual, at least in the individual circumstances of the case. This is not inconsistent. As set out above, whether State action is incompatible with international human rights law must be assessed on a right-by-right basis. Criminal laws may at the same time, infringe certain rights but not others.

20. Where the establishment of criminal offences is required by other bodies of international law, such as the international drug conventions, human rights law still continues to apply. The International Narcotics Control Board recognizes that the obligation to establish certain criminal offences is subject to each State party’s constitutional principles and to basic legal concepts, including human rights.

21. Whether or not an action is defined as a criminal offence in law is not however the only issue at hand. In some countries, administrative (non-criminal) penalties may be as severe, if not more severe, than under criminal law. International human
rights law does not set out specifically what penalty should be applied for what crime. Nonetheless, the principle that the severity of penalties must not be disproportionate to the criminal offence is found in a wide body of human rights-related standards. This principle includes the notions that imprisonment should be used as a penalty of last resort, and that the choice between penalties should take into consideration the likelihood of the offender being rehabilitated.

22. While the principle applies equally to adults and to children, the rule has seen particular development in the context of children in conflict with the law. The United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Administration of Juvenile Justice (“The Beijing Rules”), for example, encompass the “principle of proportionality” whereby any reaction to juvenile offenders shall always be in proportion to the circumstances of both the offender and the offence. In particular, the imprisonment of a child shall be used only as a measure of last resort and for the shortest appropriate period of time.

23. In the context of drug laws and sentencing, the drug-control conventions generally require parties to establish a wide range of drug-related activities as criminal offences under their domestic law. Nonetheless, they permit parties to respond to them proportionally, including through alternatives to conviction or punishment for offences of a minor nature. Serious offences, such as trafficking in illicit drugs, must be dealt with more severely and extensively than offences such as possession of drugs for personal use. In this respect, it is clear that the use of non-custodial measures and treatment programmes for offences involving possession for personal use of drugs offer a more proportionate response and the more effective administration of justice. Moreover, the criminal justice response should not be considered proportionate if it results in the denial of another individual human right. Where imprisonment for possession/use offences precludes access to appropriate drug-dependence treatment, for example, this may constitute a denial of the right to the highest attainable standard of health or even the right to freedom from cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment, rendering the criminal justice response de facto disproportionate.

24. Proportionality and strict due process in drug laws are also important weapons in the fight against corruption. Where severe sentences for less serious offences such as personal possession can be passed on a summary or administrative basis, the door may be opened to acts of corruption by individual law enforcement officers, border police or criminal justice officials.

25. At the extreme end of the scale of punishment, the use of the death penalty for those convicted solely of drug-related or economic offences raises grave human rights concerns. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights specifies that in countries which have not abolished the death penalty, the sentence of death may be imposed only for the “most serious crimes”. The concept of “most serious crimes” is limited to those where it can be shown that there was an intention to kill which resulted in the loss of life. The weight of opinion indicates that drug offences (such as possession and trafficking) and those of a purely economic nature do not meet this threshold. Moreover, States that have abolished the death penalty are prohibited to extradite any person to another country where he or she might face capital punishment.
26. Despite such prohibitions, a considerable number of the 47 retentionist States that continue to use capital punishment\(^{46}\) have carried out executions for drug offences in recent years. In some of these countries, drug offenders constitute a significant proportion of total executions.\(^{47}\) As an entity of the United Nations system, UNODC advocates the abolition of the death penalty and calls upon Member States to follow international standards concerning prohibition of the death penalty for offences of a drug-related or purely economic nature.

27. Overall, while human rights law does not usually direct the content of criminal laws or penalties per se, it does demand strict scrutiny to ensure that laws do not deny the rights of individuals. In the case of drug laws in particular, obligations to establish offences under the international drug conventions must be fulfilled while at the same time respecting a range of rights, including the right to health, to the protection of the child, to private and family life, to non-discrimination, to the right to life, the right not to be subjected to torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, and the right not to be subjected to arbitrary arrest or detention.\(^{48}\) As noted by the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, drug laws frequently overemphasize criminalization and punishment while underemphasizing treatment and respect for human rights.\(^{49}\)

**Human rights and due process**

28. In addition to its preoccupation with vulnerable and marginal groups, international human rights law has a specific concern for the manner in which the State achieves its goals.\(^{50}\) In international human rights law, the end, no matter how legitimate, can never justify abusive means.

29. This is particularly true when it comes to the criminal justice system. Indeed, rights are an essential component of the rule of law, which itself requires equality before the law, accountability to the law, fairness in the application of the law, legal certainty, avoidance of arbitrariness and procedural and legal transparency.\(^{51}\) Such principles and the specific due process requirements of international human rights law apply irrespective of whether the indictment involves robbery, homicide, drug-related crime, corruption, trafficking in persons, transnational organized crime, or offences involving acts of terrorism.

30. Building on articles 10 and 11 of the Universal Declaration, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights sets out many of the core rights of the accused, including the right to be presumed innocent until proved guilty, the right to have adequate time and facilities for the preparation of a defence, the right to be tried without undue delay, and the right to have any conviction reviewed by a higher tribunal.\(^{52}\) This right to a fair and public hearing by a competent, independent and impartial tribunal is applicable in any case regarding the determination of criminal charges against individuals, or of their rights and obligations in law.\(^{53}\)

31. In particular, human rights law demands that whenever a person is deprived of liberty, the detained person has the right to take proceedings before a court, in order that the court may decide without delay on the lawfulness of the detention and order release if the detention is not lawful. This right also applies to administrative, social care or public health procedures, including those that result in deprivation of liberty for the purposes of drug dependence treatment.\(^{54}\) As set out above, the question of
lawfulness of detention must itself be determined on the basis that imprisonment should be used only as a penalty of last resort.55

32. Even where the crime is of a particularly serious nature, such rights must continue to be respected. All aspects of counter-terrorism law and practice, for example, must be in compliance with international human rights law, including the right to a fair trial.56 In practice, safeguards such as a timely judicial hearing to determine the legality of detention, the use of military courts only for military persons for offences of a military nature, equality of arms for the prosecution and the accused, full disclosure of prosecution materials, and freedom from political influence are basic elements for securing the right to a fair trial in terrorism cases.57

33. Due process guarantees must also be respected in all actions under the universal drugs and crime conventions. A number of convention provisions that are important in law enforcement terms nonetheless require careful judicial oversight in order to protect against the possibility of human rights infringement. Powers of seizure and confiscation of “drugs, substances and equipment” and “proceeds of crime”58, for example, must be applied in a non-arbitrary, proportionate manner and — depending upon the nature of the procedure in national law — in conformity with the right to a fair trial.59

34. Further standards for the operation of criminal justice systems can be found in the United Nations standards and norms in crime prevention and criminal justice, including the Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials, the Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials, the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, the Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary, and the Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power.60 Such standards make it clear that practices such as extra-judicial killing by law enforcement officers in drug enforcement operations, imprisonment without trial, denial of meals, forced labour, isolation and chaining, violence and beatings in detention centres for drug dependence “treatment” are absolutely prohibited.61 Indeed, where practices amount to torture, such acts should constitute a criminal offence under national law.62 State obligations to protect persons from such acts further extend to protection from acts carried out by private entities such as non-state treatment centres or security firms.63

35. The protection of the well-known prohibition on torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment also includes the obligation not to return individuals to another country where they may be exposed to such practices.64 Moreover, the prohibition on torture is complemented by the positive requirements of the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights to treat all persons deprived of liberty with “humanity and respect for the inherent dignity of the person”.65

36. Human dignity is inextricably linked to the principle of non-discrimination. Effective law enforcement and criminal justice processes must ensure that law enforcement activities, such as searches and arrests are evidence-based and are not carried out solely on the grounds of considerations such as racial characteristics.66 Deployment of law enforcement officers for purposes, such as drug law enforcement must not disproportionately burden neighbourhoods or communities exclusively on the basis of racial or ethnic profiles.

37. In bringing those responsible for crimes related to illicit drug trafficking and terrorism to justice, Member States must ensure that the means employed are fully
consistent with the rule of law and due process rights. UNODC’s criminal justice technical assistance programmes must directly support Member States to respect, protect and fulfil relevant human rights in the development of criminal laws, criminal penalties and criminal justice processes. Part IV of this paper includes concrete proposals for the mainstreaming of human rights in the criminal justice work of UNODC.

III. Health, development and human rights

38. The protection of rights within the criminal justice system is a key component of collective security and well-being. However, responses to crime, drugs and terrorism engage a far wider repertoire of human rights than those concerned solely with law enforcement and criminal justice systems. In particular, responses to these challenges must also respect, protect and contribute to the fulfilment of rights, such as the right to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health, the right not to be subject to arbitrary or unlawful interference with private or family life, and the right to development.67

39. The right to the highest attainable standard of health is not to be understood as a right to be healthy. Rather, it is a right to an available, accessible, acceptable and high quality health system, to timely and appropriate health care and to the underlying determinants of health. While States parties may move progressively towards the realization of the right to health according to resource availability, the right also implies a number of immediate core obligations, such as the guarantee that it will be exercised without discrimination of any kind and that retrograde steps will not be taken.68

40. From a human rights perspective, the right to health applies equally to drug-dependence as it does to any other health condition.69 Drug dependence is considered a multi-factorial health disorder that often follows the course of a relapsing and remitting chronic disease.70 In this respect, “nothing less” must be provided for the treatment of drug dependence than for other recognized illnesses. Indeed, dependent drug users, particularly injecting drug users, not only suffer from the condition itself but also — in the absence of effective programmes — are at heightened risk of HIV and other blood-borne infections.

41. Accordingly, the right to health calls for access to measures such as counselling, advice, clean needles and syringes, and drug dependence psychosocial and pharmacological treatment, including, where appropriate, opioid-agonists therapy (or long lasting opioid-agonists).71 Such requirements are fully compatible with those of the international drug control conventions. The International Narcotics Control Board notes that governments should adopt measures that may decrease the sharing of hypodermic needles among injecting users in order to limit the spread of HIV/AIDS.72 It is also of the view of the Board that the implementation of drug substitution and maintenance treatment does not constitute a breach of treaty provisions, whatever substance is used for such treatment in line with established national sound medical practice.73

42. Access to health-care services, treatment and care is particularly important if drug users are deprived of their liberty, including both individuals in administrative custody and in prisons. In light of the vulnerability of detained persons, prison
authorities have a special responsibility to ensure the physical and mental health of prisoners. This obligation does not only extend to headline issues such as HIV/AIDS and drug-dependence treatment. Injection drug use, shared use of other injection equipment, tattooing and fights all increase the risk of hepatitis B and C transmission. Prison overcrowding and poor hygiene and facility cleanliness increase the risk of tuberculosis. A failure to provide the requisite conditions and medical care for detained persons, including appropriate treatment for drug-dependence, can constitute a violation of the right to health and the prohibition on inhuman or degrading treatment.

43. At the other end of the spectrum from denial of treatment, international human rights law is also concerned with forced or coerced treatment or testing. Non-voluntary treatment or testing engages a range of possible rights, including the right to health, the right to freedom from inhuman or degrading treatment, the right to liberty and security of person, and the right not to be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with privacy. Under the right to health, the starting point is that any treatment or testing for drugs shall be subject to full informed consent.

44. With respect to drug (or alcohol or DNA) testing, the taking of bodily samples against a suspect’s will may be permissible in order to investigate a criminal offence. However, in prison settings, mandatory or random drug testing may raise concerns under the right to health due to its potential to increase unsafe injection practices and risk of HIV and hepatitis C transmission.

45. With respect to drug treatment, in line with the right to informed consent to medical treatment (and its “logical corollary”, the right to refuse treatment), drug dependence treatment should not be forced on patients. Only in exceptional crisis situations of high risk to self or others can compulsory treatment be mandated for specific conditions and for short periods that are no longer than strictly clinically necessary. Such treatment must be specified by law and subject to judicial review. Where treatment is offered as an alternative to imprisonment or penal measures for drug possession/use, although this involves a degree of coercion, the patient is entitled to reject treatment and to choose the penal measure instead. Such measures should never preclude, however, the access of those subject to detention or other penal measures to appropriate treatment for drug-dependence, where required.

46. Treatment for drug dependence (whether voluntary or compulsory) must be evidence-based, according to established principles of medicine. Detention and/or isolation for the purposes of “forced detoxification” are unlikely to be effective. Rather, drug-dependence treatment should involve comprehensive pharmacological and psychosocial interventions. Under no circumstances should anyone subject to compulsory treatment be given experimental forms of treatment, or punitive interventions under the guise of drug-dependence treatment.

47. The right to the highest attainable standard of health further intersects with the international drug control conventions in the area of access to controlled medicines. The Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs of 1961, as amended by the 1972 Protocol, establishes a dual drug control obligation: to ensure adequate availability of narcotic drugs, including opiates, for medical and scientific purposes, while at the same time preventing the illicit production of, trafficking in and use of
such drugs. The World Health Organization estimates that each year tens of millions of patients, including 5.5 million cancer and 1 million AIDS patients suffer moderate to severe pain without adequate treatment. The existence of restrictive laws and insufficient training of health-care professionals plays a significant role in the under-utilization of controlled medicines. From a human rights perspective, governments have an obligation to provide essential medicines, including opioid analgesics, as part of their minimum core obligations under the right to health.

Finally, responses to crime, drugs and terrorism should take into account the right to development, as proclaimed by the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action and by General Assembly resolution. The right to development is the right to participate in a process that expands the capabilities or freedom of individuals to improve their well-being and capabilities. It implies that development is realized in a rights-based manner that is transparent, accountable, participatory and non-discriminatory, as well as equitable and just. Alternative development is an important component of a balanced and comprehensive drug control strategy. Its ultimate aim is not solely a reduction in illicit crops, but rather broad based development leading to sustainable illicit crop reductions.

The right to development is concerned both with development ends and development means. However, where development assistance is conditional on reductions in illicit drug crop cultivation, or where crop eradication of plants containing narcotic or psychotropic substances is carried out through indiscriminate means, the livelihood of farmers is being seriously compromised. Instead, it is the underlying factor that needs to be eradicated, i.e. poverty. The Commission on Narcotic Drugs has urged Member States to ensure that alternative development programmes and eradication measures fully respect international standards, including human rights. In practice, this means that farmers’ rights to development and sustainable livelihood are non-negotiable and that all measures related to crop eradication must address poverty reduction and the overall improvement in the socio-economic situation of small-farmer households. Any eradication measures must be properly sequenced in the context of people-centred, sustainable alternative livelihood development.

### IV. Mainstreaming human rights in the work of UNODC

UNODC is the guardian of several key international conventions and protocols governing drugs and crime, placing it uniquely at the intersection of peace and security, development and human rights. It is the lead office for the delivery of legal assistance in preventing terrorism, and is the promoter of the United Nations standards and norms in crime prevention and criminal justice. As the risk of human rights violations in the name of action against drugs and crime increases, so it is ever more crucial that UNODC promotes a holistic approach to its fundamental obligations in the areas of security, development and human rights. In the fight against drugs and crime, it remains crucial that criminal justice standards and norms are implemented to respect these obligations and international instruments in order for them not to be used to excessively limit or restrict individual, fundamental rights and freedoms.
51. UNODC, as part of the United Nations Secretariat, has an obligation to promote and protect human rights guarantees in the implementation of its mandate and in its activities and programmes in practice. In the 2005 World Summit Outcome, Member States resolved that the promotion and protection of human rights should be both integrated into national policies and mainstreamed throughout the United Nations system. In this respect, the Commission on Narcotic Drugs has requested that UNODC work closely with the competent United Nations entities, including the United Nations human rights agencies.

52. With its clear mandate in the areas of law enforcement, health services and criminal justice institutions, UNODC has the potential to make a significant move from human rights commitments to implementation. UNODC is uniquely placed to advance human rights at the operational level through strong partnerships with institutions that may not otherwise be reached by the United Nations system (including border control services, prisons and police). UNODC’s field office network allows significant scope for influencing national policies and priorities as they relate to human rights. Mainstreaming human rights implies integrating a human rights perspective and references within all three areas of UNODC’s work, namely; normative, operational and knowledge creation, throughout the life cycle of a project.

53. In seeking to apply a human rights-based approach to UNODC’s work, the thematic areas dealing with drug control, criminal justice and crime prevention will each develop a guidance note from a human rights perspective, starting with the thematic areas of Transnational Organized Crime and Illicit Trafficking, Health and Human Development, and Justice. These guidance notes will aim to: (a) outline possible human rights implications of the mandated tasks, and (b) provide avenues to maximize the realization of human rights as part of the implementation of the thematic programmes. To this end, practical examples will be drawn from existing, validated good practices as well as from evaluation findings.

54. At the normative level, UNODC’s work on norms and standards in criminal justice form a solid basis into which a human rights-based approach can be built at a multilateral policymaking level. To this end, UNODC will explore the inclusion of a standing section on the human rights implications of its work in the annual report of the Executive Director to the governing bodies. This would make human rights a standing item on the agenda of the two Commissions, thereby allowing Member States to directly engage in the issue through their responses to the Executive Director’s report. UNODC will also continue to actively engage and consult non-governmental and civil society organizations (NGO/CSO) in their work and in that of its governing bodies allowing for effective NGO/CSO contributions to the policy debate around human rights, drug control, criminal justice and crime prevention.

55. A number of important steps should be taken to mainstream a human rights-based approach into UNODC’s operational activities, including in the development of its projects as well as of regional and thematic programmes. To this end, the project cycle management and results-based management guidelines for project preparation should be amended to require managers to take into consideration the likely human rights implications of their planned activities. Furthermore, UNODC should build human rights aspects and implications into its evaluation guidelines. In due course, it will also be necessary to carry out an in-depth evaluation of the...
human rights implications of UNODC’s work in selected thematic areas with the aim of developing good practice guidelines.

56. Furthermore, relevant national human rights legislation and international obligations stemming from the nine ratified core human rights instruments should be cross-referenced and cited in UNODC project documents. The outputs of the established human rights jurisprudence machinery that are relevant to a particular country or thematic area should also be specifically mentioned in project/programme documents. During the monitoring phase of the project implementation cycle, disaggregated data should be provided in relation to such obligations and legislation. The in-house review mechanisms already in place (for example, thematic programme reviews) should also systematically consider the human rights implications of the programmes that they oversee.

57. Some projects may have potential negative human rights impacts. For instance, projects aimed at enhancing the capacity of Member States to provide drug dependence treatment, when executed in an environment where there are questions about the human rights accorded to patients may inadvertently prolong such situations. In many cases, such impacts are foreseeable to an extent and with proper planning, such negative consequences can be minimised and opportunities created to maximise human rights gains. In cases of drug dependence treatment, UNODC projects purposefully engage with the governments concerned, advocating and lobbying for improvements in the treatment systems in order to advance the case for respecting patients’ rights. By piloting methodologies based on validated good practices and demonstrating their relative efficiency and effectiveness, other methods that do not operate within a rights-based framework are discarded.

58. The point above underscores an important dimension of UNODC’s technical assistance work. A majority of UNODC’s technical assistance projects aim at replicating validated good practices which are effective precisely because they accord opportunities to maximise the enjoyment of human rights. Another concrete example is offered in the area of drug abuse prevention where the focus of UNODC’s work is on maximising youth participation in the planning, executing and evaluating prevention programmes. Not only does this result in more effective prevention, but it also amounts to an expansion in the rights to free expression and participation enjoyed by the target group.

59. UNODC will consider using, where appropriate, the Human Rights Impact Assessment (HRIA) as a predictive tool for assessing the potential human rights impact of a policy or programme, with the aim of informing decision makers and affected persons. By helping to identify the nature and extent of the potential impact, the HRIA facilitates the adjustment of the proposed policy, mitigating the negative and maximising the positive human rights impacts. HRIA is a combined tool for risk assessment, civil society engagement and decision-making, geared towards ensuring, from the outset, that human rights are at the centre of all policy and programmes. This is a relatively new and developing area and not without its difficulties, but one which could be of significant value for UNODC as a mechanism to mainstream human rights and operationalise human rights commitments and responsibilities. To this end, the HRIA includes a wide range of activities intended to identify and manage human rights risk and to evaluate human rights impact, positive and negative, throughout the life of each project.
60. As mentioned above, a respect for human rights is built into the very nature of technical assistance provided by the UNODC; however there is a need to build explicit human rights training into ongoing headquarters focused human resource development plans. This, along with requesting sustained support for UNODC-wide training on human rights, are two additional elements that will be pursued. This will also ensure that key staff are trained in programme planning within a human rights framework to systematically address human rights issues and their implications as part of the technical assistance they develop. A minimal core capacity should be instituted at UNODC Headquarters with a clear mandate for developing the normative tools to mainstream human rights aspects into UNODC operations and to act as the key interlocutor with other United Nations and multilateral agencies and civil society.

61. Mainstreaming human rights into UNODC’s work in a systematic and institutionalized manner through full implementation of the above recommended measures will need to be backed by adequate resources. This could require further extrabudgetary resources. It is critical that UNODC identify the resource requirements in order not only to mainstream human rights, but also to sustain and monitor the human rights impact of its work in various areas. In doing so, and in line with the increasing decentralization of operational planning, implementation, oversight and reporting, a corresponding capacity development will also be required at the field office level.

V. Conclusion

62. This paper marks a step forward in the process of anchoring UNODC’s work to the bed rock of human rights. As noted in the report of the Executive director to the CND in 2008, “Making drug control ‘fit for purpose’: Building on the UNGASS decade”, drug control needed to be better synchronized with human rights. The present report illustrates how this is being done. Thus, the first second and third sections of this note have dealt with the conceptual and legal foundations of looking at with drug control, crime prevention and criminal justice from a human rights perspective; and the fourth section shows the practical way forward to mainstream human rights in the Office and in its technical assistance programmes.
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